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I f  h, k E Z, k > 0, the Dedekind sum is given by 
8% k) = i ((;)) ((+)) t 
P-1 
with 
W) = x - [Xl - *, x $ z 
0 * x E z. 
The Hecke operators T, for the full modular group SL(2,Z) are applied to log 
~(7) to derive the identities (n E Z+) 
L,2d, 
s(ah + bk, dk) = u(n) s(h, k), (*) 
d>O 
where (h, k) = 1, k > 0 and u(n) is the sum of the positive divisors of n. Petersson 
had earlier proved (*) under the additional assumption k = 0, h = 1 (mod n). 
Dedekind himself proved (*) when n is prime. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If h, k E Z with k > 0, the Dedekind sum s(h, k) is defined by 
s(k w = fl ((9))((+y)y 
where for real x, 
((4) = x - ,@I - 4, x I z 
= 0, x E z. 
These sums have been studied extensively since 1892, the year of their intro- 
duction by Dedekind in his commentary on Riemann [3], yet they continue 
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to draw the serious attention of a good many mathematicians. Detailed 
expositions of their many fascinating properties can be found in [6,7]. 
Two simple properties we shall require are 
(a) s(h + k, k) = s(h, 4 
04 s(qh &I = SW, k), 
(1.1) 
q E z+; 
(a) is immediate from the definition of s(h, k), while (b) occurs as formula (23) 
of [3] and as Theorem 1 in [7]. 
In a recent letter to Emil Grosswald, Hans Petersson stated (without proof)’ 
the following identity, which appears to be new: 
(1.2) 
where k and h are relatively prime integers with k > 0, k = 0, h I 1 (mod n) 
and u(n) is the sum of the positive divisors of the positive integer n. On the 
other hand, Dedekind’s original work contains the following similar identity 
[3, formula (28)] (see also [7, Theorem 21): 
D-l 
4~h 4 + 1 4h + mk, ph) = (p + 1) s(h, k), 
m-o 
(1.3) 
where p is a prime, but with no congruence condition imposed upon the 
integers k and h. It is a simple matter to verify that (1.2) reduces to (1.3) 
when n is a prime p. As Grosswald pointed out to me when he received the 
letter, the summation conditions in (1.2) suggest the Hecke operators T, 
for the modular group. (Definition to be given in Section 2.) 
My purpose in this note is to explicate the connection with the Hecke 
operators sufficiently to obtain a proof of (1.2), but without the congruence 
conditions on k and h, that is, for arbitrary relatively prime integers k and h, 
with k > 0. (The assumption (h, k) = 1 can also be removed by application 
of (1. lb) to (1.2).) There is undoubtedly an identity similar to (1.3) satisfied 
by sums recently introduced by Berndt in connection with the transformation 
formulas of log O(T) [2, p. 3391. 
2. IDEA OF THE PROOF 
The proof depends upon the occurrence of the Dedekind sums in the 
transformation formulas ((2.3) below) of log r)(7), the link which led Dedekind 
1 See, however, note 3. 
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to introduce them initially. Here q)(7) is the well-known modular form of 
weight 4, defined for Im T > 0 by 
~(7) = &T/l2 jj (1 - e2nin’). (2.0 
Since q(7) has no zeros in Im 7 > 0, it has a single-valued logarithm, 
uniquely defined by 
log q(7) = 5 _ f f $ elnimnr, Im 7 > 0. (2.2) 
n=1m=1 
The transformation property central to the theory of log q(7) is 
1% 77 ( ;; ; ,B) = log ~(7) + k log{--i(k7 + h)) 
+ $ (h + a) - i7T s(h, k), (2.3) 
for QI, j?, k, h E 2 such that C& - /3k = 1 and k > 0. (In particular, (2.3) 
requires that (h, k) = 1.) 
It is a familiar fact that (2.3) may be used to derive rather simply the 
“reciprocity formula” 
8% k) + s(k, 4 = - $ + $ (+ + -& + +), 
for h>O, k>O, (h,k)=l, (2.4) 
as Dedekind in fact did [3, formula (19)]. (Chapter 2 of [6] is devoted 
to various proofs of (2.4) that do not depend upon (2.3).) In much the same 
way (1.2) will follow from (2.3) if we can show in addition that log ~(7) 
behaves decently under application of the Hecke operator T, , defined for 
nEZ+by2 
(See [I, 4, 51 for a discussion of the operators T, .) In fact, Dedekind himself 
observed that 
T, log ~(7) = (P + 1) 1% ~(7) + 
(p - 1) 7ri 
24 3 (2.6) 
L If f(~ + 1) = f(7), then T,,f does not depend upon the choice of residue system b 
(mod d). However, since log 71 is not quite periodic (log ~(7 + 1) = log do) + 412, as 
one sees from (2.2)), T, log TJ is independent of the choice only up to an additive constant. 
Here, in application of T, to log q, b (mod d) always means 0 Q b < d - I. 
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for p a prime [3, formula (27)] and used this to derive (1.3), not by applying 
(2.3) directly, but rather from the boundary behavior of log ~(7) near rational 
points. From (2.6) it follows by the multiplicative properties of the T, that 
log ~(7) is “virtually” an eigenfunction of all the T,, , with eigenvalues a(n), 
in the sense that 
T, 1% T(T) = 44 log ~(4 + K , nEZ+, (2.7) 
where K, is a constant.3 
In section 3 we give the proof of (2.6). In Section 4 we combine (2.7) 
with (2.3) to derive (1.2). 
3. PROOF OF (2.6) 
When n = p, a prime, (2.5) simplifies to T,~(T) = f(p~) t 
~~~~f((T + b)/p), and from (2.2) we have 
Now, 
nipT 
12 
Further, 
(3.1) 
g; j$ (7 + b) = 
= (p + 1) s + $ (p - 1). (3.2) 
n-1 
1 e2nimnblp = 0 , if p ftnn, 
b=O 
P> if p 1 mn, 
a In a letter I received from Professor Petersson in response to my description of the 
contents of this note, he pointed out that (2.7) is proved, with an explicit constant K,, , 
in his paper “&er die Primformen der Hauptkongruenzgruppen,‘~ Abh. Math. Sem. Univ. 
Hamburg 38 (1972), 21-22 (especially formula (2.12)). He goes on to say, “of course, I 
derived my formula on Dedekind sums [i.e., (1.2)) from the above identities on log 7.” 
It is worth noting that T, is multiplicative in n, but not totally multiplicative. Indeed, 
for n, m E Z+, TJ, = &,Q,~) dT,,,,lae , when these operators are applied to a periodic 
functionf. Since log 7 is not actually periodic, this multiplicative relation must be modified 
by an additive constant when the operators are applied to log 7. That is, (*) T,,,T,, log ~(7) = 
X+,,,,) dTm,,/,p log V(T) + r(m, n), where y  is independent of T. That u(n) satisfies the same 
multiplicative identity u(m)u(n) = L,(,,,.,) do(mn/d2) makes possible the derivation of 
(2.7) from (*) and (2.6). 
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so that the second double sum in (3.1) equals 
with an abbreviation of notation. We have for the three sums in (3.3), 
;$i e2nimnr/p = 1 f e2sim’nr, m’,n 
Nm 
,c,s 
e2ninanr/4, = p C t e2nimn’r 
2473 
m,a’ 
and 
where we have put m = m’p, n = rip when appropriate. From (3.1), (3.2), 
and (3.3) we now conclude that 
= $ (p - 1) + (p + 1) $ - (p + 1) C $ @aim*+ 
m.n 
= (P + 1) 1% q(7) + g (P - 1). 
This proves (2.6) and therefore (2.7) as well. 
4. PROOF OF (1.2) 
From (2.7) it follows that T, log ~(7) and u(n) log ~(7) have identical trans- 
formation properties under modular substitutions 7 -+ (LYT + /3)/&r + h), 
Im T > 0 (LY, /3, k, h E Z, k > 0, and ah - /Ik = I). From (2.3) we have 
= $$ log(-i(kT + h)) + .p “Et’ (h + a) - AT(~) s(h, k). (4.1) 
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It remains to find a .suitable form of the transformation formula for 
T,E log T(T). This can be done by applying (2.3) together with the fact that 
for V = (2 i)), M = (z “,) with integer entries such that ah - /3k = 1, ad = n, 
d > 0, and 0 < b < d - 1, there exist V’ = ($ “,‘), M’ = e’ it), again 
with integer entries and clh’ - ,@k’ = 1, a’d’ = n, d’ > 0,O < b’ < d’ - 1, 
such that MV = V’M’. Furthermore, as the A4 = (i i) run through all 
matrices subject to the conditions ad = n, d > 0, 0 < b < d - 1, the M’ 
do as well. (See [I, pp. 122-1251, for example.) Straightforward calculation 
shows that 
cx’ = ; (aa + bk), k’ - dd’k, h, = a’ dh - b’ dk 
n n (4.2) 
and consequently, 
(k’M’T + h’) d’ = (k7 + h)d. (4.3) 
BY (2.5), 
In a typical term replace T by VT = (017 + p)/(kT + h), orb - #3k = 1, 
k > 0. This gives, by (2.3), (4.2) and (4.3), 
= log q(M’T) + ; lOg(--i(k’M’T + h’)) 
+ G (h’ + cl) - ir s(h’, k’) 
= log ?,J(M’T) + ; iog(--i(kr + h) d/d’) 
+ 12;:‘k ( 
a’ dh - b’dk f a d’m + b d’k 
n n 1 
- irr s(h’, k’). 
Thus, 
log ‘i@ff+) - log r](M’T) = ; lOg(---i(kT + h)) + ; (log d - Iog d’) 
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Now sum over the set of matrices M. Since the M’ are simply a permutation 
of the M and since the matrices M are o(n) in number, we have 
clog rl(M’d = Tn log V(T), ; 1 (log d - log d’) = 0, 
where the range of each summation is ad = n, d > 0, 0 < b < d - 1. 
It then follows from (4.4) that 
= +) log(-i(kT + h)) + Ti(:2; a) 1; 
Now 
d>O d>O 
- 
zz 
- 7ri C s(h’, k’). (4.5) 
44 
and 
1 SW, u = 1 s ( a’ dh - b’ dk dd’k n , - 1 1 = n s(a’ dh - b’ dk, dd’k) 
= c s(a’h - b’k, d’k) = c s(ah - bk, dk) 
= 1 s(ah + (d - b) k, dk) = C s(ah + bk, dk), 
where we have used (1.1). Then, (4.5) takes the form 
Tn 1% #7> - Tn hi’ r](T) 
= q log(-i(kT + h)) + q (h + IX) - vri 1 s(ah + bk, dk). 
(4.6) 
Application of (2.7) yields (1.2) through comparison of (4.6) with (4.1). 
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